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About Partnership Editions
Founded in 2017 by Georgia Spray, Partnership Editions is an online 
platform with a curated offering of original artworks. Before setting up 
Partnership Editions, Georgia worked at Christie’s and White Cube 
Gallery.

The purpose of Partnership Editions is to make remarkable art 
accessible to all. We want to open up the conversation around art and 
breakdown its elitism - with the belief that art really is for all.

Alongside this, we’re passionate about discovering, championing and 
supporting emerging artists, as they navigate their careers.

The Partnership Editions community is a group of collectors who feel 
empowered to collect artworks they love and are inspired by, no matter 
their knowledge or understanding of art. 

Currently, Partnership Editions features 26 artists and plays host to six 
drops of new original artworks annually, as well as occasional Limited 
Edition print drops and exhibitions.

Contact: sales@partnershipeditions.com to sign up to our Trade Programme

mailto:sales@partnershipeditions.com


The Platform
www.partnershipeditions.com is the primary platform for the brand, 
featuring all currently available artworks from our roster of artists. 

We develop bi-monthly ‘drops’ of original artworks, which usually 
feature between 15-20 participating artists within each release of works, 
so there is always an abundance of artworks available. 

In addition to the ongoing programme of drops, we also host other 
activity throughout each year, including: 

● New artist debut collection launches
● Exhibitions 
● Limited Edition print collections
● Brand collaborations
● Bespoke commissions

Our artists create artworks which are diverse in price point, style, 
medium and size, with prices ranging from £60 - £3,000. 

Pictured: Artworks by Lisa Hardy, Isabella Cotier, David Hardy and Christabel Blackburn

http://www.partnershipeditions.com


Our Trade Benefits
Our Trade Programme is for the benefit of Interior Designers and Businesses, 

looking to source artworks for projects whatever the scale or budget. 

Trade Benefits Include: 

● 10% discount* on net price of artworks 

● VIP access to our drops

● Bespoke commissions on request 

● Tailored proposal creation and direct contact with a curator

● No additional consultancy fees 

● No mark-up on studio prices (you wouldn’t get artworks cheaper by going 

directly to artists)

● Global shipping 

● Bespoke framing service 

Pictured: Artwork by Jessica Yolanda Kaye 

*Please note that this only applies to Drop 

artworks 48 hours or more after drop launch.



To Qualify for The Programme

Please see the criteria below on how to qualify for our Trade Programme: 

● You are a VAT registered business, or if an Ex-EU client you are 

purchasing on your business and will be exporting the artworks 

outside of the EU. 

● All Trade purchases will be processed offline rather than through 

the Partnership Editions Website, and you will be happy to pay by 

bank transfer (absorbing any costs such as bank charges or FX 

charges).

● We will send you an invoice which applies the 10% discount and 

adds VAT (which can be reclaimed by your business). 

● Please note that if you purchase artworks on our website, we are 

unable to retrospectively apply discounts or raise VAT invoices. 

Pictured: Artworks by Venetia Berry at Soho Works



Working With You
There are a number of ways in which we can work with you to provide artworks 

for any of your projects, whether commercial or domestic:

VIP Access to Our Drops

We operate 6 drops of fresh artworks per year, and they often sell out fast. In 

advance of a drop, if you are a registered Trade client, we will send you a preview. 

If you’d like to secure artworks let us know and once the drop is live, these can be 

reserved with a Trade invoice following the reservation. 

Our indicative Drop Schedule for 2021* is below: 

● 10th February

● 24th March

● 19th May

● 21st July

● 22nd September

● 17th November

Pictured: Artwork by Hester Finch 
*Dates are subject to change, contact us to be on our 

Trade List to be updated if dates change.



Working With You
Our Online Range - All Artworks

You will always find a wide selection of artworks on our website which can 

be reserved at any time. Head to All Artworks where you can filter by size, 

scale, medium and artist. Once you have found artworks that you’d like to 

purchase, drop us an email and we will reserve them for you and send a 

Trade invoice. 

Sourcing to Brief

We are happy to work with you to source artworks to fit your brief. We often 

have works not on the website which we can source from artists studios 

(namely larger scale artworks), or once we see your brief will have a clear 

idea of work which you might not have spotted on the website. 

We are also open to suggesting a range of Partnership Editions artists as 

well as other artists who are not on the platform but form part of our 

emerging artist network. 

Pictured: Artwork by Venetia Berry 

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/all-artworks


Bespoke Commissions
In addition to the works available on the platform, a number of our artists 

are open to bespoke commissions and we can work with you on size, subject 

matter and colour palette to best fit your client’s brief.

The following artists are open to bespoke commissions:

● Hester Finch - portrait commissions

● Camilla Perkins - landscapes, still lifes, open to working to a brief

● Julianna Byrne - corals, botanicals, bespoke murals

● David Hardy - abstract landscapes

● Lisa Hardy - abstract botanicals

● Rose Electra Harris - open to working to a brief

● Venetia berry - abstract female nudes

● Ruby Kean - bespoke collages 

● Kanica - bespoke weavings or ceramics, happy to let you choose 

your colour palette 

Pictured: Artworks by Camilla Perkins who 

is available for bespoke commissions 



Bespoke Commissions Process
When working on a bespoke commission, we usually follow the below 

process:

● Discuss the brief with you, including artist preferences, reason for 

commission, budget, size requirements, colour palette, your lead-time 

etc. 

● Following this, we discuss the brief with the relevant artist, or artists, 

to confirm the commission

● Once confirmed, and budget agreed, we will invoice 50% of the cost 

upfront and once payment has cleared, the artist will begin work on 

the commission

● Upon completion, we will be in touch with an invoice for the 

remaining 50%, imagery of the completed piece and to discuss 

shipping 

Pictured: Bespoke mural  by Julianna Byrne - available for murals and other bespoke work 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0246/2259/6168/files/Julianna_Byrne_-_Murals.pdf?v=1606218821


Our Artists
Hester Finch Julianna Byrne

Hester Finch is a London-based artist who studied at the Ruskin 
School of Drawing and Fine Art at Oxford University. Hester 
works in a variety of media, from oil paint to pastel, concentrating 
primarily on nudes and landscapes. Her work is utterly captivating 
in its power to lure us in with her technical skill and her use of 
bright and inviting colours, and then trap us in a claustrophobic, 
often-nightmarish world.  Hester is also available for portrait 
commissions.

Julianna Byrne is a London based artist who practices mainly 
with inks, pencil and water and creates ethereal paintings 
presenting a mythical landscape of ferns, flowers, woodland 
nymphs and hypnotic river bathers. Julianna also creates 
wonderful bespoke murals which see her signature style 
expanded across walls.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/hester-finch
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/julianna-byrne
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0246/2259/6168/files/Julianna_Byrne_-_Murals.pdf?v=1606218821


Our Artists
Venetia Berry Camilla Perkins

Venetia Berry is a London-based artist who trained at The Charles 
Cecil School in Florence, followed by The Leith School in 
Edinburgh and then The Royal Drawing School, London. An 
accomplished oil painter and portrait artist, she also creates work 
that is whimsical and dream-like. With a particular interest in the 
female nude, she paints the figure through an abstracted lens, 
simplifying the form using pure line, or reduced mark-making. 

Camilla Perkins is an artist and illustrator who lives in Lewes, East 
Sussex. She graduated from The University of Westminster in 2012 
and has since worked on commercial projects with clients such as 
Google, Coca Cola, and The Guardian as well as continuing to work 
on her fine art drawings, paintings, and prints.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/venetia-berry
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/camilla-perkins


Our Artists
Rose Electra Harris David Hardy

Rose Electra Harris is a London based artist and print-maker 
based in Peckham. Growing up with an antique dealing father, 
Rose has always been surrounded and intrigued by antiques and 
textiles. Decorative objects such as vases, chandeliers and 
free-standing baths are common motifs in her work. Rose is open 
to commissions - generally of still lifes or interior settings. 

David Hardy is a multidisciplinary artist based in West Wales, creating 
artworks from the base of the Cambrian Mountains. He studied Fine Art 
at Winchester School of Art and after graduating moved to London 
where his work spanned graphic design, photography and painting. 
David has exhibited internationally. David is open to abstract landscape 
commissions.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/rose-electra-harris
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/david-hardy


Our Artists
Lisa Hardy Jonathan Schofield

Lisa Hardy is a fine artist living in Wales, taking inspiration from 
nature and the natural surroundings of her local countryside. Lisa 
captures and abstracts the essence of her environment with a 
lightness of touch using a mix of watercolour, pencil and pastel. Lisa 
is available for abstract flora commissions.

Jonathan Schofield was born near Manchester and now lives and 
works in London. He studied Fine Art at The Royal College of Art 
under Peter Doig in 1996. His work has been exhibited at the 
Royal Academy and he is part of their permanent collection. 
Jonathan has since fused his interest for art and fashion, running 
his own art direction agency, whilst continuing to paint from his 
studio in Hackney. 

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/lisa-hardy
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/jonathan-schofield


Our Artists
Jessica Yolanda Kaye Ruby Kean

Jessica Yolande Kaye is an Australian artist based in London. 
Through continuous line-drawing, Jessica explores the way people 
think, feel and act in relation to others and themselves. She is 
fascinated by the fine-line that separates complexity and simplicity 
in human behaviour and psychology - and seeks to explore this in 
her process and her aesthetic.

Ruby Kean is a New York based artist, living and working between 
New York and London, her hometown. Working predominantly in 3D 
collage her 7 year career in Interior design has informed a style which 
encompasses space, depth and texture. Ruby’s work is both charming 
and intriguing as she combines a vast array of elements and materials 
with a strong sense of design. Ruby is available for collage 
commissions where your client can choose a theme or even 
photographs that are meaningful to them.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/jessica-yolanda-kaye
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/ruby-kean


Our Artists
Adriana Jaros Rebecca Sammon

Adriana Jaros is a multidisciplinary artist originally from Caracas, 
Venezuela and now based in London. She studied Visual 
Communications in Caracas and upon moving to London in 2011 
studied Textiles at UAL, Chelsea. Her work researches the 
interaction of colours, shapes and materials exploring how these 
elements can elevate our senses, affect our human consciousness 
and in turn create aesthetic experiences.

Rebecca Sammon is a British artist currently living and working in 
London. Rebecca studied Fine Art at the University of Brighton and 
spent six months in Kansas studying Painting and Poetry. .Rebecca’s 
work uses a bold and playful colour palette and she is influenced by 
the movement of the human body, as well as drawing upon 
mythology as a source of inspiration.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/adriana-jaros
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/rebecca-sammon


Our Artists
Christabel Blackburn Alexandria Coe

London based artist Christabel Blackburn is an artist who studies 
and specializes in the human form. After finishing her degree in 
Classics at Newcastle University she studied figurative drawing 
and sculpting in Florence. Embracing this foundation in 
traditional techniques, she completed a further two years at the 
London Atelier of Representational Art where she started to 
paint.

Alexandria Coe is a London based artist who studied at Chelsea 
College of Art before completing her masters at Central Saint 
Martins. Adopting skills from her studies in textile design and 
illustration, she now focuses on a simplified drawing practise as 
a root to connecting with an authentic relationship with the 
body.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/christabel-blackburn
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/alexandria-coe


Our Artists
Petra Börner Chica Seal

Petra Börner is a Swedish artist and illustrator; living and 
working in London. She uses a wide range of media, from 
works on paper or canvas, to short films and ceramics, but at 
the heart of her practice is a passion for drawing. 

Chica Seal was born in Lisbon and studied Fine Art at Brighton 
University. Chica is interested in the way women have been depicted 
throughout art history and how our ideals of beauty have changed; from 
voluptuous fertility goddesses, to the perfectly proportioned Venus. She 
relishes the relatively new phenomenon of being a woman painting 
women.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/petra-borner
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/chica-seal


Our Artists
Cecilia Reeve Laurie Maun

Cecilia Reeve is a London-based artist and animator who studied 
Illustration at the University of Brighton. Cecilia focuses on 
themes based around femininity, using her art to capture the 
ethereal world of emotion that cannot be explained in words. 
Working in pencil, markers and pastels her nuanced work is often 
set in veiled, atmospheric interiors where curtains ruffle in the 
breeze and sunlight slants across bare floorboards.

Laurie Maun is an artist and textile designer based in London. 
Although Laurie’s core study is textiles, she is a multi-disciplinary 
artist, spanning painting, drawing and printmaking. Her work 
explores and responds to the relationship between texture, colour 
and shape mostly based on abstract form but also sometimes 
observational, figurative matter.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/cecilia-reeve
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/laurie-maun


Our Artists
Mafalda Vasconcelos Zahra Holm

Mafalda Vasconcelos was born in South Africa but grew up in 
Mozambique. Mafalda's work is inspired by the symbolism and 
spiritualism of her Mozambican culture. Her process is about 
spiritual self-discovery, identity, cultural exploration but also 
about love and admiration for ancestry and womanhood. Her art is 
not just a spiritual quest but also a way of exploring emotions and 
how they relate to identity.

Originally from Sweden and Tunisia, contemporary artist Zahra 
Holm lives and works in Paris, France. She started drawing at a very 
young age and is a self-taught painter, primarily working with oil 
paint. Her abstract works are a fusion of colour studies, and musings 
on the female form and female experience. 

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/mafalda-vasconcelos
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/zahra-holm
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/zahra-holm


Our Artists
Laura Gee

Laura Gee is a London based artist who works across painting, drawing and 
ceramics. Laura's practise reflects her interest in nature, colour and emotion. 
She uses the unpredictable nature of paint to express the impermanence of 
emotional states and nature. Inspired by the ever changing seasons, her art is 
way of slowing down and elevating small everyday encounters of nature and 
love.

Kanica

Laura Vargas Llanas is a Madrid-based artist working under the 
creative name of “Kanica”. Laura’s background was rooted in art 
history,  training in the commercial art world before becoming a fine 
artist. She graduated from The American University of Paris and 
Christie’s Education London with a degree in History of Modern and 
Contemporary Art and has previously worked at Christie’s, Carpenters 
Workshop Gallery and various leading art institutions. Laura is 
available for weaving and ceramic commissions, tailored to your brief.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/laura-gee
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/kanica


Our Artists
Isabelle Hayman Alessandra Chambers

Isabelle Hayman is a French artist based in London. She trained as a 
textile designer at the ESAA Duperré Paris, followed by a Master of Fine 
Arts from Paris. She worked in Indonesia as a textile designer, before 
moving to London 20 years ago. Isabelle has crafted a very unique 
aesthetic which is entirely self-taught. 

Alessandra Chambers is a multi-media artist working across textiles, mark 
making and printing, who works under the name "AEAND". Her 
background is in illustration and printed textile design, and she has always 
been excited by the process of abstraction, as opposed to ‘real’ narrative 
depictions. Her work is deeply inspired by travel; be that a journey to a 
foreign or familiar place, a creative journey, or a collaborative journey. Also 
culture; habits, beliefs, traditions, rituals, tools and objects.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/isabelle-hayman
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/alessandra-chambers


Our Artists
Emily Forgot Isabella Cotier

Emily Forgot is an interdisciplinary artist whose art, design and 
illustrative works draw inspiration from all-things-interiors. Currently 
working predominantly with wood, Emily creates sculptural 
compositions that are as unforgettable as her amusing alias. Emily is 
available for sculptural commissions where you can choose your 
colour palette and compositions.

Isabella Cotier is an artist based in Dalston, born in London and 
raised in Florence. She is a modern day Flaneur - a continual 
observer of the people and passing moments around her, which 
she documents from life in her sketchbooks. She has a wonderful 
talent for capturing the humour, loneliness and tenderness of the 
human experience and in particular the experience of people 
living in the city.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/emily-forgot
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/isabella-cotier


Our Artists
Charlotte Edey Frances Costelloe

Charlotte Edey is a London based artist & illustrator working across 
print, tapestry, and embroidery. Myth, mysticism, and femininity inform 
her exploration of the intersections of identity and the spiritual, with a 
focus on the experience of womxn of colour. Punctuated with symbolism, 
unseen worlds explore the politics of space.

Frances Costelloe was born and raised in North London. She has 
always been a maker inspired by her family’s skill in selling and 
restoring antique textiles and clothing. Working primarily in Indian 
ink on paper she uses free line drawing to revisit motifs such as the 
face, shells and the female form. 

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/charlotte-edey
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/frances-costelloe


Our Artists
Tiffanie Delune Nathalie Jolivert

Originally from Paris, Tiffanie Delune is a French, Belgo-Congolese 
artist now based in Lisbon, Portugal. Having always been drawn to 
drawing and creative endeavours, it wasn't until the birth of her son 
and a move to London that Tiffanie embraced art-making, beginning in 
her living room and learning instinctively, captivated by the 
intersection of figuration and abstraction.

Nathalie Jolivert is an architect and artist originally from Haiti 
and currently based in New York City. Nathalie was always 
interested in art during her childhood and studied architecture 
and fine-art at Rhode Island School of Design. Today, she paints 
alongside her full-time job as an architect.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/tiffanie-delune
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/nathalie-jolivert


Our Artists
Lottie Hampson Lily Bertrand-Webb

Lottie Hampson is a photographer and artist who splits her time 
between the UK and Mallorca. She studied at Central St Martins and 
Edinburgh College of Art.Her artistic practice often starts with 
analogue film photography that spans all formats, with which she 
photographs the world around her. Using film helps her to slow down, 
and the images she takes are often a quiet meditation on her 
surroundings.

Lily Bertrand-Webb is a West London-based artist from 
Dominican and English heritage. From a young age, photography 
and film have helped her overcome the difficulties of losing her 
hearing.She graduated from Bournemouth Arts Institute in 2011 
with a BA Photography degree and took part in an internship with 
artist and filmmaker Sam Taylor-Johnson. She went on to work for 
a photography gallery in Fitzrovia alongside Dorothy Bohm.

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/lottie-hampson
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/lily-bertrand-webb


Our Artists
Laxmi Hussain

Laxmi Hussain is a London based artist whose work exists 
somewhere between the abstract and the realistic. Having studied 
architecture, she enjoyed and excelled at the drawing and fluid art 
techniques within the course and this became a basis from which 
to explore all aspects of drawing. basis from which to explore all 
aspects of drawing.

Fee Greening

Fee Greening is a London based artist and illustrator who 
graduated from Central St. Martin's in 2012 and received a Masters 
from the Royal College of Art in 2014. Fee has a great talent for 
taking the traditional and giving it a contemporary and witty spin. 
She has adopted an age-old method of working with dip pen and 
ink. She is a talented draughtsman, storyteller and social 
commentator. 

https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/laxmi-hussain
https://partnershipeditions.com/collections/fee-greening


Contact Us

Eleanor Hall
Trade Sale & Bespoke Commission Enquiries

eleanor@partnershipeditions.com 

+44 7748 633 640
27

We’re here to help with any questions or queries - please feel free to get in touch with us at any time to chat about how we can work 
together, or to discuss a current project you’re working on and any artwork requirements. 

Even if you don’t yet have a project on the horizon, why not get in touch and we can sign you up to our VIP Trade list so you get first 
access to our launches. 

Contact sales@partnershipeditions.com to sign up to our Trade Programme or get in touch with Eleanor at any time. 

mailto:eleanor@partnershipeditions.com
mailto:sales@partnershipeditions.com


Thank You 
www.partnershipeditions.com

IG: @PartnershipEditions

http://www.partnershipeditions.com

